
HOW TO WRITE A BRIEF CAREER HISTORY

The role and importance of your employment history section will depend on the type of the resume you choose to write.
Depending on where you're in life, you.

Click here to learn the difference between the two. Take these six steps to create a winning career summary
that can put your resume on top. If presenting this information is a breach of confidentiality, find another way
to present your accomplishments. The following examples will help you combine the information on this page
into a summary of your qualifications. So take the time to get it just right, regardless of which option you
choose. Relay the value you bring to the table The next step is to weave your top credentials into your
summary. Review your performance evaluations. Areas of expertise in your specific career field. Avoid dull or
stale phrases such as "responsible for" and "duties include. Career goals are clearly evident based on your
experience and accomplishments. What if a previous job is more relevant than the current? Great for fresh
graduates, students, and people who are changing careers who might already have some skills but lack
experience. Ditch the job description One of the most common mistakes is to write experience sections that
read like job descriptions. Sprinkle in relevant keywords that are found in the job description. See the pattern
there? Preface accomplishments with a heading such as Key Accomplishments or Significant Contributions.
Recognized for improving operational efficiencies by streamlining processes and increasing call service levels.
In both cases, the candidate is trying to convey he increased revenues and expanded the client base, but
statement B measures how well he achieved this growth. Pack your resume with it. Skills and experience that
set you apart from the competition. A single job posting might attract thousands of resumesâ€”imagine having
to read through all of them to pick out the best-looking candidates. Ask your colleagues, instructors and
supervisors what they see as your key qualifications. Recognized as an expert in applying financial concepts to
asset management decisions. And how far back should you go when listing past jobs? Quantify results. Your
profile can also be supplemented with a bulleted "Key Skills" section, which provides an easy-to-read listing
of your core capabilities. Bullet points help you structure your sub-sections with next to no effort on your part.
Instead of listing what you were supposed to do, tell your potential employers what positive results did you
produce. Conduct research on your ideal job The more closely you can target your profile to the employer's
needs, the better your results will be. Match the qualifications that the company is asking for in the job
description. There's just no time. Now the next important part is your Career history. Kim Isaacs, Monster
resume expert A career summary can help make your resume stand out.


